Localized Maps of the Subsurface

High-resolution sonic imaging is being used to accurately
locate bed boundaries and fractures up to 30 feet
away from a borehole. These measurements
complement seismic surveys and well
logs to help create a more complete
characterization of reservoirs.
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Optimizing recovery from existing reserves
requires a detailed picture of the reservoir so
that wells are placed where they will be the
most productive. Imaging methods in use
today—seismic, ultrasonic, resistivity and
optical—give either broad-brush images far
from wells or detailed images valid only at
the borehole wall. Sonic imaging is an
emerging technology that helps span the gap
left by these measurements, delineating intermediate-sized objects—on the order of a few
feet—that are up to several tens of feet away
from the borehole. Sonic imaging resembles
a miniature seismic survey from inside the
borehole.1 With its ability to view details
beyond the borehole, this system is being
used in horizontal wellbores to determine the
proximity of reflecting bed boundaries, such

as reservoir caps, and map small structures,
such as fractures, in the regions surrounding
boreholes. Under favorable circumstances, it
may also image gas-oil contacts (GOC).
The concept of sonic imaging is not
entirely new. As early as 1982, researchers at
ELF were developing imaging techniques for
their full waveform Evaluation of Velocity
and Attenuation (EVA) logging tool.2 During
the same time an experimental sonic imaging method was developed at SchlumbergerDoll Research, patented and tested in North
Sea and Alaskan reservoirs.3 An example of
early experimental results using this evolving
technology, imaging a coal bed in a reservoir, was first discussed in the Oilfield
Review in 1990.4
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In this article we discuss how the technology combines sonic and seismic methods to
produce detailed pictures of the reservoir.
Using field examples, we illustrate three
important applications of this technique:
locating neighboring beds near horizontal
wellbores, mapping fractures close to boreholes and imaging structures too small to be
seen in typical surface seismic data.
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In any acoustic measurement, there is a
trade-off between resolution and range.
Resolution is usually determined by the frequency bandwidth of the measurement,
while range, or distance investigated, is controlled by signal attenuation. At higher frequencies more bandwidth is available and
therefore better resolution is obtained.
Unfortunately, as the frequency increases so
does the attenuation, which decreases the
effective range.
In the context of acoustic imaging, resolution refers to the ability to identify that two
separate events are distinct rather than a single composite object. Signal wavelength is
one factor that controls resolution. Short
wavelengths, corresponding to higher frequencies, are capable of resolving smaller
features. The ratio of sensor aperture to target
distance is also important. Other things
being equal, objects that are closer yield
higher resolution. A simple analogy illustrates this concept. The aperture formed by
the eye—the distance between the receptors—is fixed, and objects such as printed
characters on a page are resolved when held
close to the eyes, but not typically when
viewed from across the room.
Acoustic source bandwidth affects both
pulse duration in the time domain and the spatial resolution that is achievable in imaging.
Pulses from sources with wide bandwidths are
much narrower in the time domain, and therefore reflected signals are easier to separate
from direct borehole modes.
Surface seismic waves have a range of
many kilometers—one of the largest ranges
of any oilfield measurement. Nevertheless,
seismic surveys with their frequency bandwidth of 5 to 100 Hz can resolve objects
only as small as tens of meters—greater than
the thickness of many oil- and gas-bearing
reservoirs (above right). At the other extreme,
sonic logging provides information about
formations at much higher resolution, typically beds as thin as one foot, but the range
is limited to a cylindrical volume surrounding the borehole with a radius comparable to
that of the borehole diameter.
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■Range versus resolution for acoustic methods. Many established acoustic methods are
available to delineate reservoir characteristics. Surface seismic and vertical seismic profiles (VSP) give good sectional and depth coverage but do not have enough resolution to
describe many reservoir features. Sonic and other well logs give excellent bed resolution,
but their information is typically restricted to the immediate vicinity of the well. Sonic
imaging is analogous to a 2D surface seismic survey with frequencies scaled up and
acquisition geometry scaled down by two to three orders of magnitude. The net result is
the ability to see reservoir features as thin as a foot and at a distance of several tens of
feet from the borehole.

Between several tens of meters and 1 ft
[30-cm] resolution, and the kilometer and
foot-sized range of investigation, a large gap
is left in viewing reservoir structure. Vertical
seismic profiles (VSP) and crosswell seismic
surveys provide a measurable improvement
in resolution over surface seismic images.

But there remains a gap between these seismic techniques and well logs. Furthermore,
the effectiveness of borehole seismic
techniques has been limited in horizontal
wells, and the impact of crosswell seismic
has been restricted by the need for two wells
with appropriate geometries.5
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■Sonic imaging principle. Acoustic impedance contrasts, such as bed boundaries and other
discontinuities, reflect sonic waves back to the borehole where they are detected by the
receiver array. Signal processing removes the strong borehole signals from the reflections.
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■Prejob modeling results. A typical prejob model shows the expected waveforms at each
receiver for a single-source pulse, called a shot gather. The delays of the direct and reflected
pulses, seen in each receiver, increase with source-receiver spacing and depend on wave
velocity. The borehole mode signals (blue wavelets)—compressional and shear headwaves
and Stoneley waves (clipped in this display)—were computed from model formation acoustic properties. Reflected signals (red wavelets) were computed for a parallel interface 20 ft
from the borehole. These include P-to-P reflections (P wave radiated from the borehole and
reflected as a P wave from the interface), P-to-S and S-to-P wave mode conversions and S-to-S
reflections. P-to-S and S-to-P signals arrive at the same time. If a P-to-P reflection is to be used
for imaging, then the modeling suggests that a source-receiver spacing of 20 to 30 ft would
be optimum, since the P-to-P reflection has high amplitude and arrives equidistant from the
compressional and shear headwaves.
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In terms of resolution and range, sonic
imaging is filling the remaining critical gap
between logs and these seismic methods. To
evaluate this technology, the Borehole
Acoustic Reflection Survey (BARS) tool,
developed by Schlumberger, is available in
various parts of the world. The BARS tool
uses the same processing techniques and
principles as surface seismic surveys to
image reflectors around the wellbore (left).
The resolution achieved is comparable to
sonic logging because the logging tool is relatively close to target reflectors allowing use
of frequencies in the sonic range—5 to 15
kHz. The depth of investigation is limited primarily by intrinsic formation attenuation at
these frequencies and the maximum practical tool length. Even with these limitations,
this tool can reveal relatively distant features
that need not intersect the borehole. Sonic
imaging can be used to locate overlying or
underlying reservoir boundaries after a horizontal section is drilled and thereby verify
wellbore position within target formations.
This technique has also successfully mapped
fractures in the vicinity of wellbores.

Conventional sonic logging methods use
acoustic waves refracted along the borehole
to measure formation properties. These
include compressional headwaves, shear
headwaves and Stoneley waves—the main
components recorded by monopole sonic
logging tools. However, a typical sonic
source also radiates pulses of energy deep
into formations surrounding the borehole in
the form of both P and S waves.6 In an
unbounded, homogeneous formation, these
pulses propagate away from the borehole
and are not detected by the receiver array.
In actual formations, there are discontinuities, such as bed boundaries, that reflect
these pulses back to the borehole. Acoustic
reflections are caused by a sudden change in
acoustic impedance, and can be detected by
a sonic receiver array in the borehole.7
Analogous to a two-dimensional (2D) surface seismic survey, sonic imaging uses these
reflected signals to image discontinuities.
The arrival time of each signal depends on
the velocity of acoustic waves in the formation, the source-receiver offset and the location of target reflectors (next page, top). By
varying the length of spacer in the tool,
which determines the receiver array offset
spacing, a useful time window to detect
these reflections—echoes—can be found.
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■Moveout curves
for borehole modes
and reflected signals. The borehole
modes (gray
curves) typically
have amplitudes
at least an order of
magnitude larger
than the reflections
(red curves). The
reflected curves
were computed
for reflectors
spaced 5 ft and
20 ft from the borehole. With an
appropriate
source-receiver
spacing, the
reflections can be
seen within the
time interval
between the compressional and
shear headwaves.
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controls whether the radiated pulse is compact or extended and thus provides good or
poor imaging. Model inputs also include formation velocities, density and attenuation
from both sides of a target interface, borehole radius, mud acoustic properties, and
most importantly, the range of distances to
expected target interfaces based on seismic
sections and drilling plans.
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An important application of sonic imaging is
evaluating the position of horizontal wells
relative to reservoir bed boundaries that lie
within the proximity of the wellbore. The
Texaco North Sea Captain field has two
main reservoirs located in high-porosity (to
34 p.u.), superpermeable (7-darcy) sands
separated by a thin shale zone (below).
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Making use of the reflected signals to image
discontinuities requires enhancing lowamplitude parts of the sonic waveform
record that were previously considered
noise, while suppressing the high-amplitude
signals that are used for conventional sonic
well logging. Knowing when to listen for the
reflected energy is a vital part of successful
imaging. This is achieved by prejob modeling. The prejob, or planning, model answers
the questions: will there be any detectable
reflections from nearby formation discontinuities and what are the optimal acquisition
parameters needed to see the reflections?
Modeling is used to optimize the sourcereceiver spacing so that reflected pulses, or
wavelets, from remote targets arrive in a time
window that doesn’t contain borehole signals (previous page, bottom).
Two parameters are essential. First, the
source-receiver spacing determines the relative arrival times of the borehole modes and
the reflections. Consequently, this parameter
determines the range of distances in which
reflectors, if present, may be detected.
Second, the signal frequency bandwidth
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Lower permeability
unit

Lower Captain sand

Oil-water contact
6. Compressional waves are traditionally called P waves,
for primary waves. Shear waves are called S waves,
for secondary waves.
7. The acoustic impedance is equal to the product of
bulk density and the acoustic velocity. The reflection
coefficient at a discontinuity is equal to the difference
between the impedances on each side divided by the
sum of their impedances.

Lower Aptian shale
Lower Barremian shale

Horizontal distance, 400 ft

■Captain field location and cross section. The region that was imaged is shown by
the red ellipse.
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Migrated Image
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■Migrated image of the reservoir cap in Captain well (top). The principal reflector (yellow
box) is interpreted as the lower sand-shale interface, which is dipping downwards
toward the deviated wellbore. At short distances from the borehole, both reflectors
become attenuated by the processing to remove compressional headwaves. Far from the
wellbore, at distances approaching 25 ft, the remnants of the shear wave, which were
not attenuated, are visible. They appear as “ghost” reflectors that are parallel with the
borehole. The gamma ray and density logs (bottom) confirm that the shale bed is crossed
by the wellbore at X1025 to X1050 ft. The gamma ray log has a greater depth of investigation than a density measurement, and therefore starts to respond to the shale bed
before the density log does.

These sands vary in thickness across the
block, but generally are 30- to 200-ft [9- to
61-m] thick in the development area. The
total estimated oil in place is 1500 million
bbl [238 million m3] and the Upper Captain
sand contains a gas cap with an estimated
29 Bcf gas in place.
8. Ellis D: Well Logging for Earth Scientists. New York,
New York, USA: Elsevier, 1987.
Tittman J: Geophysical Well Logging. Orlando,
Florida, USA: Academic Press, Inc., 1986.
9. Sheriff RE and Geldart LP: Exploration Seismology.
Cambridge, England: Cambridge University
Press, 1995.
Farmer P, Gray S, Whitmore D, Hodgkiss G,
Pieprzak A, Ratcliff D and Whitcombe D: “Structural
Imaging: Toward a Sharper Subsurface View,”
Oilfield Review 5, no. 1 (January 1993): 28-41.
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The viscous nature of this oil and the offshore location of the field required extendedreach horizontal drilling with reservoir
completion lengths of up to 6500 ft [1980 m].
Artificial-lift technology is required to help
achieve economic field development.
The first development wells were drilled in
1995. These were designed to stay within the
top 20 ft [6.1 m] of the reservoir—just below
the shale—to optimize total production and
delay water breakthrough from the underlying aquifer. When the borehole trajectory
deviated into the shale, either because of the
presence of a subseismic fault or because of
inaccuracy in determining the shale boundary from surface seismic data, the drill bit
was pulled back into the sand and an openhole sidetrack was drilled.
The main purpose of sonic imaging in these
horizontal wells was to verify wellbore location within the top of the reservoir. The
image also permits optimization of the well
completion, and aids interpretation of measurements-while-drilling (MWD) and production logging results. In addition, the
near-borehole formation images help engi-

neers regulate production rates to manage
water and gas breakthrough. In extreme
cases, the images show where there would
be a need to redrill sections of the well.
Finally, the images help enhance structural
interpretation and reservoir description, and
also assist in planning future wells.
Data processing for this well achieves two
objectives. First, slowness estimation—drawn
from conventional sonic processing—is used
to identify and remove strong borehole
modes, especially compressional headwaves,
to enhance reflections.8 Next, images of the
reflected events are made using seismic processing techniques—such as normal moveout (NMO) and migration (see “Creating the
Images,” next page).9 The resulting image,
using wellbore trajectory information, shows
a 400-ft [122-m] section along the nearly
horizontal wellbore (left). The reflected
images from the mid-Captain shale bed,
highlighted by the yellow box, can be seen
out to about 25 ft [8 m]. Reflections can also
be seen to within about 3 feet [0.9 m] along
the borehole trajectory. At shorter ranges the
algorithms used to attenuate the direct compressional headwave reduce sensitivity to
reflected waves. The wellbore, shown as
white parallel lines, intercepts the shale
reflector at X1025 to X1050 ft. The gamma
ray and density readings do not vary while
the wellbore stays within the reservoir sand,
but dramatically increase as it moves
upwards into the shale bed, verifying wellbore passage into the shale.
An important problem is determining
whether the reflector is above or below the
wellbore. Two methods are commonly used
to resolve this ambiguity. In many cases, lithological barriers are essentially planar, while
wellbore trajectory is rarely completely
straight and parallel to the bedding. Therefore,
a simple assignment can be made by comparing changes in reflector arrival time with
the upward or downward pitch of the well. If
the reflection arrives earlier in time as the
well trajectory rises, then the reflector is above
the well. If it comes in later, the reflector is
below. A planar reflector placed on the correct side of the well will appear planar, but if
placed on the incorrect side, the reflections
will undulate in a way that is closely correlated with well trajectory. In other cases where
a consistent and significant relative dip exists
between the borehole trajectory and the
reflector, the apparent dip of a correctly
placed reflector—above or below the wellbore—is more likely to agree with the
regional formation dip projected onto the vertical plane occupied by the borehole.
(continued on page 64)
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Creating the Images

A look at the data clarifies the nature of the imaging

Next, a constant-offset gather displays raw

shear waves, from 4.9 to 6 ms. Between 3720 and

problem. First, a shot gather presents raw traces

traces from one receiver at each depth in the well

3760 ft [1134 to 1146 m], pulse arrivals from a

from each receiver in the BARS prototype tool

(below right). This raw data display gets its name

distant reflector are becoming discernible in the

(below left). This display shows traces from a depth-

from the constant distance, or offset, maintained

time interval bounded by the direct compressional

derived synthetic receiver array, as if they were

between the source and receiver. It is the first

and shear events. This interval will be the image

received from one firing of a single transmitter.

unprocessed overall image of the formation.

processing window for the reflections.

Here, the dominant direct compressional and shear

Borehole modes are clearly seen—direct com-

headwave progressions, called moveout, can be

pressional waves, from 2.9 to 3.5 ms, and direct

The most troublesome source of interference in
the imaging time window comes from extended

seen to increase with increasing receiver spacing.

compressional headwave transients, which can be
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■ Raw sonic logging data. This display, called a shot gather, displays the raw waveforms from each receiver
generated by a single-source pulse. The source is located at depth of 3733 ft and the receivers are spaced
from 41 ft [12.5 m] to 52 ft [15.8 m] from the source. First arrivals (compressional headwaves) are followed
by reflected events (red box). The dominant direct compressional headwave can be seen starting at about
2.3 ms on the nearest receiver at 41 ft. Large, direct shear headwaves can be seen starting at 3.9 ms.
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■Constant-offset gather. The display presents the
raw waveforms from one receiver as it moves along
the entire logging interval. Images from a distant
reflector (yellow box) are perceptible between the
direct borehole compressional and shear headwaves.
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■Shot gathers with reflected signals. The eight-receiver
raw signal shot gather (left) demonstrates compressional
headwaves interfering with the reflected wavelets. The
high-amplitude, high-frequency compressional headwave
arrives at the closest receiver (lowest trace at 25 ft) at
approximately 3.5 ms. The lower frequency signal
arriving at 6.5 ms is a combination of shear headwave
and the Stoneley wave. The arrivals marked by the yellow
shading are P-to-P reflections. After preprocessing to
suppress the compressional headwaves (right), reflected
signals are easier to see in the shot gather starting at
3.9 ms in the closest receiver.
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■ Migrated common midpoint (CMP) gather before and
after stack. Traces from the migrated image generated
from each receiver offset are plotted before stacking—
summing together—for a small depth interval (top).
Events appearing with equal amplitudes and at the
same range indicate that the migration has been
performed with the correct velocity. When the traces
are stacked (bottom) they add constructively to produce
a focused reflection such as the one at the 3840-ft depth
and a 27-ft range.
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The next step in forming the image is called

After Preprocessing

migration. This process redistributes the recorded
events to their true geometrical position satisfying

3700

the physics of acoustic elastic-wave propagation in
3720

the formation. This step uses a velocity model
derived from the appropriate compressional and

3740

S

shear slowness logs to compute the traveltime of
each signal from the source to the reflector and

Depth, ft

3760

back to the receiver. One constant-offset gather
image is produced for each receiver, and these are

3780

P

summed, or stacked, to produce the final image.
The final processing step is concerned with

3800

quality control—assuring that the images are real
and correctly positioned in space. A common mid-

3820

P

point gather (CMP) is migrated assuming a reflector dip and velocity. Traces from the migrated CMP

3840

image generated from each receiver are plotted
3860

S

next to one another for comparison (previous

page, bottom). Each of these images shows reflec-

3880
2
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■ Constant-offset gather after preprocessing. Images
from reflectors (yellow boxes) are enhanced by preprocessing that removes direct compressional
arrivals. These reflections are barely visible in the
raw constant-offset gather (page 61).

tions located in space. Each event should be visible on adjacent traces and positioned at the same
depth. The reflection image will appear flat, and
all traces in the CMP gather can be stacked to produce the final image. Dipping events in the
prestack gather are indicative of either an incorrect velocity or an incorrect reflector dip used in
the migration. This results in degraded focusing of
the final image and inaccurate location of the

seen in the next shot gather (previous page, top).

event in depth. Incoherent, or poorly focused,

Preprocessing of the raw data removes direct

events also suggest that unsuppressed noise may

compressional arrivals using a three-step filtering

be corrupting the image.

process. First, the amplitude of each leading

Somewhat different fracture images are pro-

wavelet is normalized and time shifted so that all

duced from the P-to-P reflections and P-to-S or

are in phase. This corrects amplitude and phase

S-to-P mode conversions because these events

changes caused by borehole coupling effects.

illuminate different parts of the fractures (above

Next, direct arrivals are removed using a moving

right). P-to-P events are reflections and are

time-average filter leaving residual reflections and

observed only when the source and receivers are

direct shear waves. Finally, the scaling and offset

on the same side of the reflector. P-to-S and S-to-P

shifting in the first step are reversed to restore the

wave conversion events occur when the sonic

original amplitude and time of the remaining

waves pass across a fracture, and therefore are

reflection data. P-to-P reflections and P-to-S or S-

observed when the transmitter and receiver are on

to-P wave conversion events, if present, can be

opposite sides of the discontinuity.

■Wave conversions to enhance visibility of dipping
fractures. When waves encounter fractures in the formation, energy propagating as P waves (red rays) can
be converted to S waves (blue rays) and vice versa.
The fact that P- and S-waves travel at different velocities means that wave refraction angles occurring at
conversion points are asymmetrical. P-to-S conversions can be detected only on the updip side of the
fracture, and S-to-P conversions can be detected only
on the downdip side. In both cases, the converted
energy is detected when the source and receivers lie
on opposite sides of the fracture. The resulting signals
are converted to a migrated image using methods
similar to those for P-to-P reflection imaging.

seen in the processing window between the
removed direct P-wave and the S-wave arrivals.
The improved image quality can be seen in the
constant offset gather preprocessed by this technique (above).
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Slowness Log

Verifying Storage Integrity

P-to-P Image
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■Migrated P-to-P image (right). The bright reflector from 3805 to 3840 ft is from a fracture
about 27 ft (yellow box) into the formation from the borehole. Markers in the borehole
indicate the location and dip of fractures determined from BHTV images of the borehole
surface. The BHTV-observed fractures confirm projections of the reflections seen with
sonic imaging. The compressional wave slowness log (left) was used to redistribute the
recorded P-to-P reflected events to their true geometrical positions.

Slowness Logs

P-to-S Image

An early test of the value and effectiveness of
sonic imaging was done for Nirex in one of
its Sellafield, Cumbria, England test wells.
The formations—hard volcanic rocks—are
being considered for long-term intermediate
and low-level radioactive waste storage. The
objective was to image fractures within the
proposed burial zone.10
This example shows how P-to-S and S-to-P
wave conversions can be used to help image
fractures beyond the borehole. Previous
crosswell surveys, the FMI Fullbore
Formation MicroImager tool and the
Borehole Televiewer tool (BHTV) indicated
the presence of many near-vertical fractures
in the freshwater-filled 61⁄4-in. openhole section from 2950 to 3940 ft [900 to 1200 m].
Of special interest for sonic imaging was
determining the connectivity between adjacent fractures and whether fractures observed
at the wellbore extended away or not.
A prototype of the Borehole Acoustic
Reflection Survey (BARS) sonic imaging tool
was used to log the interval suspected to
contain fractures. Waveforms were taken
from each of eight receivers spaced at 6-in.
[15-cm] intervals. The prototype, using three
transmitters, could make a depth-derived
long-array measurement equivalent to
24 receivers. By inserting different spacers
and isolation joints between the transmitter
and receiver array, tool source-receiver offset
configurations could be varied from 14.5 to
52 ft [4.4 to 16 m]. For each array spacing, a
series of stationary measurements was made
■Migrated P-to-S and
S-to-P images. The
updip fractures are
more evident in the
P-to-S conversion
image, and the
downdip fractures are
clearer in the
S-to-P conversion
image. On both the
P-to-S and the S-to-P
migrated images,
details closer to the
borehole are easier
to image than with
the P-to-P reflections.
The compressional
and shear wave slowness logs (left) were
used to redistribute
the recorded reflected
events to their true
geometrical positions.
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Combined Images
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■Combined migrated P-to-S and S-to-P
images. An integrated image is obtained
by combining the P-to-S and S-to-P
images. Images from converted waves
illuminate parts of the fractures closer to
the borehole complementing the P-to-P
reflections that look deeper.

However, in this well converted P-to-S and
S-to-P signals provide complementary highresolution images of the fractures close to the
borehole (previous page, bottom). Wave-conversion events from fractures can be detected
when the source and receiver are located on
opposite sides of the fracture. Although geometry limits the distance from the borehole that
wave conversions can occur on fracture surfaces, it also tends to enhance the ability to
see details of fractures closer to the borehole.
Another property of these conversions is
asymmetry. P-to-S conversions can be
detected only on the updip face of the fracture, and S-to-P conversions can be detected
only on the opposite downdip side. This result
is simply due to Snell’s law—requiring the
incident and the converted waves to have the
same apparent velocities along the fracture
surface—and the fact that P-wave velocities
are larger than S-wave velocities.
Combining P-to-S and S-to-P images provides a picture of both the updip and
downdip parts of fractures near the borehole
(left). Again, the resulting images close to the
borehole agree well with the BHTVobserved fractures. The sonic images confirm
the location of fractures in the proposed
burial zone. More importantly, the images
demonstrate whether the detected fractures
continue for significant distances on either
side of the well or not, and therefore whether
they are minor localized or shallow, drillinginduced fractures or not.
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A North Sea offshore well illustrates the
value of sonic imaging in locating small features that may not be visible on a surface
seismic survey. A DSI Dipole Shear Sonic
Imager tool was used for sonic imaging in a
highly deviated Troll field wellbore operated
by Norsk Hydro. In this field, thin calcite
stringers are known to be vertical permeability barriers, and characterization of their distribution and horizontal extent is important
for optimum reservoir development. The
migrated image shows at least two small
reflectors about 30 ft away from the wellbore
(below). The left reflector dips about 8°, and
its projection intersects the wellbore a few
feet above the high-velocity layer shown in a
compressional slowness log. A stronger
reflector, seen on the right side of the
migrated image, also dips about 6°.
The reflections are believed to be due to
calcite stringers, confirmed by the increased
compressional velocity log readings. There
are weak events between these two reflectors
indicating that they may be connected.
However, the image quality is not good
enough to be conclusive. As in other examples, interference from borehole wave attenuation tends to obscure any reflections that
may be located in the region near the borehole trajectory. The conclusion is that the two
strongest reflectors are probably separate
structures, each with short horizontal extent.

Well Trajectory

Wellbore
Migrated image
High-velocity
layer

X100
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Depth, ft

while varying the transmitter frequency to
determine the best operating frequency for
maximizing compressional wave excitations
relative to shear and Stoneley waves.
Continuous logging was then performed
over the entire openhole section using a
fixed source-receiver array offset range from
41 to 52 ft [12.5 to 16 m].
The P-to-P image shows fractures with a
constant dip over a 220-ft [67-m] section
(previous page, top). The dominant reflection
appears on the right side of the image
approximately 27 ft [8.2 m] from the borehole at a depth of 3840 ft [1170 m]. Near the
borehole the P-to-P image begins to
degrade—meaning that observed events are
small or absent. As in the Captain field
example, arrival times of near-borehole
reflections interfere with direct borehole signals. The processing algorithms used to suppress the direct borehole signals attenuate
these reflections.
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■Migrated image of beds from a Norsk Hydro well. The migrated sonic image (inset, right)
shows two distinct, small reflecting beds located approximately 10 ft (A) and 30 ft (B)
above the highly deviated wellbore. The known GOC (solid blue line) at X142 ft is not seen
in the migrated image. The compressional slowness log (left) shows a thin zone—stringer—
at X100 ft with high velocity, but also shows no significant evidence of the GOC at X142 ft.
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Imaging Fluid Contacts

Acoustic imaging depends on the ability to
observe reflections, and reflections are
caused by an abrupt and significant change
in acoustic impedance. Since oil and water
have small differences in acoustic
impedance, oil-water contacts (OWC) are
expected to be difficult to image. However,
gas and oil have a large difference in acoustic impedance, and therefore gas-oil contacts
(GOC) might be expected to produce
reflections. Bright spots—seen in surface
seismic surveys—are caused by high-amplitude reflections and are commonly used for
hydrocarbon identification.
One of the original objectives in the Norsk
Hydro well was to image a GOC known to
lie about 36 ft [11 m] above the near-horizontal section. In this well, a GOC in clean
sandstone with over 30 p.u. porosity was
expected to be a good reflector for compressional waves.
Openhole logs confirmed that the well
intersects the GOC at X142 ft in the deviated
section. This provided an opportunity to
potentially track the contact as the wellbore
moves away from the GOC. Unfortunately,
neither the migrated image nor the compressional log show evidence of the GOC. The
sonic imaging is working, and it shows two
small reflectors about 30 ft [9.1 m] away
from the wellbore. Absence of any significant GOC on the compressional log may be
explained by mud-filtrate invasion, but
inability to image the GOC was unexpected.
Extended images over the entire logged horizontal section produced no further evidence
of the GOC. Why wasn’t the GOC seen in
the sonic image?
A GOC, especially after a long period
of production, is likely to be a zone of
slowly changing saturation—from oil at the
bottom to gas at the top. As a result, this
is also a zone of slowly changing acoustic
impedance. The transition zone can be quite
long—up to several meters or more. If the
acoustic wavelength is much larger than the
transition zone, then the interface still
appears abrupt, reflects the signal and makes
imaging possible. This is certainly what happens in low-frequency—long-wavelength—
surface seismic data.
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■Applications for sonic imaging. The proven applications include: (A) imaging reservoir
structure for high-resolution verification of the wellbore trajectory relative to geological
markers, (B) imaging subseismic scale reservoir structure for understanding overall porosity and permeability characteristics and (C) detecting fractures away from the wellbore
to distinguish them from localized drilling-induced cracks. Other potential applications—
such as (D) imaging salt flanks and (E) reefs, generally requiring greater range—may be
possible with improved technology.

However, if the wavelength is small—sonic
wavelengths are typically 1 to 2 ft [0.3 to
0.6 m]—compared to the transition zone,
then the impedance changes slowly relative
to the wave and a reflection does not occur.
Instead, sonic waves pass through the interface with only a slight bending (refracting).
Only in cases where the acoustic impedance
changes suddenly with respect to the wavelength can strong reflections be expected to
occur. In this well, openhole neutron and
density logs show that the gas-oil transition
zone occurred over a 10-ft zone—insufficiently abrupt for sonic imaging.
The Next Step

Images obtained from sonic imaging surveys
complement seismic and log information in
reservoir descriptions. Field tests verify that
the effective depth of penetration for this
method is approximately 30 ft depending on
formation attenuation, relative dip and the
reflection coefficient of the interface. The
examples discussed here demonstrate that it

is possible to image distant formation features, such as reservoir caps, with high resolution in deviated and horizontal wells.
To date, this sonic imaging method has
been applied only in openhole. Effectiveness
of the method in cased wells will depend
heavily on cementing quality. As seen in the
last example, direct observation of fluid contacts and ability to track their movements in
a time-lapse mode is problematic with sonic
frequencies. These limitations, together with
the goal of increasing effective range of the
method, are subjects of continuing research.
Sonic imaging is an evolving technology
with a growing market for its application
(above). Subsurface images are providing
new insight into many aspects of reservoir
management. As always, with new technologies, several technical challenges remain.
But with continuing development, the outlook is promising.
—RCH
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